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InnoOSR
Full recovery at the touch of a button

Carrying out a full system recovery can be quite challenging in industrial environments. For 

example, if an affected system is in a remote location on the other side of the world. The 

distributor, Telerex, is therefore expanding its product range with the brand-new InnoOSR flash 

discs from Innodisk. Full recovery is therefore only a matter of ‘a push of a button’.

A jammed operating system or application 

program can cause major problems in a 

production environment and endanger the 

continuity of critical business processes. In 

many cases, however, such a malfunction is 

not that easy to rectify. ‘If, on the other side of 

the world, a controller in a conveyor system 

has problems, for example, an engineer has 

to get on an aeroplane to reset the OS or 

application program to the default settings’, 

says Peter Philips, Telerex Product Manager 

of Embedded Systems. Pressing control-alt-

delete or the on/off button a few times does 

not work in a production environment’.

Telerex already offered a solution for this 

with the InnoAGE by Innodisk, a supplier 

of industrial storage media. InnoAGE flash 

discs – which function as carriers for the 

OS and the application software – can be 

accessed and managed via the Microsoft 

Azure cloud to remotely execute a recovery, 

among other things. The secure application 

platform Azure Sphere ensures secure 

communication between the SSD and the 

cloud. ‘But machines, for example, are not 

always connected to the internet and only 

a small number of machine builders use the 

Azure platform’, Philips notes.

On-Site Recovery

Innodisk therefore now offers a solution 

for ‘On-Site Recovery’, the InnoOSR. This 

is a further development of the InnoAGE. 

However, instead of remote management 

options, this drive offers the possibility 

to connect a physical button to it. ‘A full 

recovery can be arranged at the touch of a 

button’, says Michael Touw, Sales Engineer at 

Innodisk.

Touw explains how this works. ‘The operating 

system and the necessary programs are 

installed on the first partition of the disc. 

With a special management program from 

Innodisk you then indicate that a backup 

should be made to a “hidden” partition that 

is invisible’.

The button – which is connected via wires to 

a pin header on the disc – comes in handy 

in the event of a malfunction. ‘For example, 

by pressing the button for five seconds, the 

backup from the hidden partition is set as 

the active partition. The LED light on the 

button shows when this process has been 

completed. After a reset, the system then 

restarts with the default settings. This works 

with Windows as well as Linux’.
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Multiple advantages

According to Touw and Philips, one of the 

results of this approach is lower maintenance 

costs. ‘With clear instructions, anyone can 

reset a system at the push of a button. That 

operation can even be carried out with thick 

gloves on’, says the Telerex Product Manager 

of Embedded Systems. ‘It is no longer 

necessary to put an engineer on a plane to 

the other side of the world. That is a huge 

cost advantage’.

A recovery can also be carried out much 

faster. ‘Retrieving and restoring a backup 

located somewhere on a server takes a lot 

more time’, explains Touw. ‘InnoOSR does 

not require any outgoing connections, 

special software or additional hardware. The 

panel PC or system in which the flash disk 

is inserted only needs to have the option to 

enable the button to be installed’.

Built-in recovery capabilities

The InnoOSR is marketed in several variants, 

starting with a 2.5 inch SATA and an M.2-2280 

variant. An mSATA and an M.2-2242 version 

will follow at the end of 2020. The offered 

capacity ranges from 32GB to 1TB.

The distributor, Telerex, will add all variants 

of the InnoOSR to its wide range of computer 

solutions and built-to-order systems. Philips: 

‘We sell the solutions separately but also 

integrate them into our own systems. We 

see On-Site Recovery, or Operating System 

Recovery, as an additional feature that makes 

additional recovery software superfluous. 

The recovery possibilities are already built 

into InnoOSR.’


